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FoR FiFty yeaRs, theRe has Been a Battle oveR what 
to do with London’s Battersea Power Station. Numerous 
adaptations have been proposed for the imposing Sir 
Giles Gilbert-designed Art Deco structure – a theme 
park, offices, a giant shopping mall – but each has fallen 
through as the building becomes increasingly unstable. 
Battersea may be the most notorious example of an 
unsuccessful attempt at restoring an architectural icon. 

But another grand Art Deco power station, also by 
Gilbert, has enjoyed a much more successful second life. 
The old Bankside Power Station was artfully adapted 
into the Tate Modern art gallery by famous Swiss firm 
Herzog & de Meuron, a pioneering company when it 
comes to adapting old buildings for contemporary use. 
The architects carefully preserved the red brick façade 
but gutted the interior, turning the massive turbine hall 
into a major exhibition space. 

“It is exciting for us to deal with existing structures 
because the attendant constraints demand a very 
different kind of creative energy,” the architects explain. 
“In the future, this will be an increasingly important issue 
in European cities. You cannot always start from scratch. 
We think this is the challenge of the Tate Modern as a 

hybrid of tradition, Art Deco style and super modernism: 
it is a contemporary building, a building for everybody, a 
building of the 21st Century.” 

Considering the energy expended when destroying a 
building, it almost always makes more sense to preserve 
it. “First of all, you need energy to tear it down,” 

 tRansFoRmative
aRchitectuRe Almost all buildings 

eventually lose their 
purpose, no matter how 
great their architectural 
value. Adaptive reuse 
architecture looks at 
innovative ways to 
preserve architectural 
icons while bringing them 
into the modern age

it’s all aBout 
BReathing new  
liFe into stRuctuRes  
to Fit a new age

FroM LeFt: glas italia specialises in a fusion 
of old and new; the Battersea Power station in 
london has become a long-standing problem for  
adaptive reuse architects.
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explains Joseph Pell Lombardi, one of New York’s most 
respected adaptive reuse architects. Lombardi’s works 
number in the hundreds, and include many of New 
York’s most famous skyscrapers, as well as quite a few 
grand European palaces. “Secondly, you have the loss 
of all that material. New construction will be at current 
day prices, so right off the bat everything is double the 
price. The new building might also be substantially more 
expensive per square foot than the old. Also, many of 
the old buildings are larger than current zoning would 
permit. Adaptive reuse is almost always better, unless the 
existing building is really insignificant.”

More importantly, the need to preserve a building 
might come down to its cultural value. In Europe 
especially, where buildings date back hundreds of years, 
there is a plethora of listed structures that can’t all become 
historic monuments. Instead, palaces become museums, 
such as the Hermitage in St Petersburg; churches in 
London become upscale apartment blocks; German 
castles become exclusive hotels. It’s all about breathing 
new life into structures to fit the modern age.

when a Building is histoRically listed, sometimes 
it’s only the façade that is untouchable. From there, it is often 
up to the architects to determine what is saved. 

“There are two philosophies,” Lombardi explains. “Almost 
everybody agrees that the exterior should be preserved. If 
it has a special significance, one should replace the things 
that have been added to bring it back to some time when it 
was intact, provided you have some evidence of that. In the 
interior, you have two different philosophies and one is that 
you keep what’s important in the same character as when it 

was originally built. The second is that you put in very crisp, 
modern, brand-new interiors.”

Lombardi is a firm believer in recreating old interiors as 
accurately as possible. This has resulted in some exquisite 
buildings. He’s turned ice houses and bank buildings into 
offices and lofts, perfectly restored European palaces and 
even redid the neo-Gothic New York skyscraper where 
he lives: the Liberty Tower. His devotion to accurate 
restoration, however, hasn’t always paid off.

“I worked on a magnificent mansion by a very 
prominent architect a number of years ago,” Lombardi 
says. “The house had been renovated, but it was very 
poorly done. We completely restored it to its original 
appearance inside, which was a huge job but beautifully 
done. Then somebody asked the owner, ‘The house looks 
wonderful but I thought you had a big renovation here?’ 
Unfortunately the man had spent millions of dollars and 
was disappointed, though I thought it was terrific that 
everything looked the way it originally looked.”

Preserving an interior that is hundreds of years old 
can be quite complex. Appropriate fixtures need to be 
sourced, and sometimes modern basics are completely 
lacking. “If you had a great old house, castle or palace 
and it didn’t have much of a kitchen or bathrooms, the 
question is what should they look like when you install 
them,” says Lombardi. “Most architects feel they must 
add their fingerprint, so they put in a very modern 
kitchen or bathroom, regardless of historic merit. I put in 
bathrooms or kitchens that are appropriate.” 

Lombardi owns a thousand-year-old French château 
in the Auvergne region; although it didn’t originally have 
bathrooms, he restored the 19th Century bathrooms that 

had been installed. “I lean towards recycling discarded 
fixtures and equipment,” the architect says. “It’s a double 
barrel [benefit]: you’re conserving what’s existing and 
you’re finding old materials you can reuse.”

On the opposite side of the fence is Tanner Architects, 
a Sydney-based firm that specialises in adapting old 
buildings with a contemporary approach. While they do 
preserve as much of an old building as possible, they use it 
as a basis to mix in contemporary design.

“Adaptive reuse is about changing the original use, it’s 
not about creating a museum,” explains Megan Jones, 
Tanner Architect’s practice director. “It gives a building 
new life. If you continue to use it, it will have a new 
use; otherwise you’d have to keep pumping money into 
it. Economic realities have meant that’s become more 
common since the downturn.”

Whatever the approach, it can be challenging updating 
historic buildings for modern use. “Quite often in 
Australia you’re working with 19th Century buildings,” 
says Jones. “Nobody used electricity until the 20th 
Century, and there was no such thing as air-conditioning 
until after the war, and then there’s computer cabling and 
sprinklers. Somehow you’ve got to bring a building up to 
current building code compliance, so you’re getting the 
amenities for the new use, but doing it in such a way that 
you’re not covering everything up.”

“Even in China, where historic buildings are often 
demolished, adaptive reuse is finding an audience,” says 
Lyndon Neri, founding partner of Shanghai’s Neri & Hu 
Design and Research Office. “For the last 25 years, China 
was in a massive expansion period and mostly focused 
on making bigger and newer things. Adaptive reuse is 
beginning to be appreciated as people become more aware 
of their environment, and in many cases, the historical 
components of old buildings and old neighbourhoods.”

Neri & Hu created The Waterhouse at South Bund 
hotel. They adapted an old Japanese army barracks in 
Shanghai to become a boutique hotel, using an innovative 
approach that saw a dramatic wooded upper storey added 
to the existing concrete building. “The original developer 
wanted to demolish the building altogether,” says Neri. 
“They had also proposed to clad it in fake bricks like 
the buildings across the street, which was shocking to 
us. Fortunately the owners of the hotel agreed with us 
that the best approach was to sensitively integrate new  
with the old.”

Most companies that take a contemporary approach 
still try to preserve as much as possible of the old 
buildings they adapt. “We do things like study the original 
programme of the building,” says Jones. “We try to retain 
the legibility of that. We put modern modifications 
in areas we’d find insignificant and not important. It 
requires a pretty good understanding of the building and 
understanding of traditional construction.”

“Research is key,” Neri says. “Trying to get the essence 
is most important, not just keeping everything for the 
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the need to PReseRve a Building 
might come down to its  
cultuRal value

CLoCkwiSe FroM 
LeFt: Bankside Power 
station is now the tate 
modern art museum; 
the hermitage in st 
Petersburg became a 
museum; liberty  
tower nyc; the wooden 
tables in the restaurant 
at the waterhouse hotel 
in shanghai were made 
using material from the 
damaged ceiling.
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woRds Jessica gliddon Jessica is adaptively reusing her husband. Before, he was 
hopeless, but after her ministrations, he’s ready for the modern world. 

sake of keeping it. When a building is being reused, most 
of the time the typology changes, so we have to take this 
into consideration. We have to bring life into a building.”

adaPtive Reuse might Be the gRandest FoRm oF 
recycling. Sometimes this happens quite literally. In the 
Waterhouse Hotel, Neri & Hu reused exterior wood 
elements to create a new interior. “We reused the wooden 
ceiling that was mostly damaged for the wooden tables in 
the restaurant,” Neri explains.

For all the green-friendly ratings a building can boast, 
there’s no more efficient use of energy than reusing 
a pre-existing structure. “Being energy efficient and 
economically efficient, one doesn’t want to just simply 
throw down an existing building and then put up a new 
one,” Lombardi insists. “The world is far more sensitive 
to conservation of the environment these days. The built 
environment is part of our environment and therefore 
conserving it is part of that conservation concept.” 

Adapting a building affords an opportunity to 
reconfigure it for optimal energy consumption. Up to 
65 percent of energy consumption in buildings is down 
to heating and cooling. “The first six-star rated building 
in Sydney was an adapted heritage building,” Jones 
says. Sometimes older buildings are actually inherently 
greener. “Often buildings built before electricity made 
the most of natural light and insulation; they had more 
passive environmental qualities,” Jones explains. 

Tanner Architects leaves as much of the old building 
as possible; this mixing of old and new surfaces creates a 
novel design aesthetic that sees exposed historic timbers 
juxtaposed with concrete, or worn walls next to sleek 

surfaces. “People want a raw style; everything doesn’t 
need to be painted,” Jones says. Tanner Architects leaves 
as many original details as possible on their projects, 
such as advertising on an old tea warehouse that has 
been converted into an office building, or the revealing of 
original paint in an orphanage converted into exhibition 
and meeting spaces at the University of Western Sydney. 

“One entrance hall had three different coatings of 
paint, so we left them exposed,” says Jones. “You can 
actually see the layers writing the next stage of history. 
We try to make the new materials fit and be respectful of 
the original detailing.” 

This not only makes for an unusual aesthetic, but 
also reminds the building’s modern users of its heritage. 
“People have been adapting buildings forever. But 
adapting a building in such a way that you can actually 
read its history is something that takes skill,” Jones says. 
“It’s about adapting the building in such a way that it 
works with the building.”

Iconic buildings will forever need this kind of treatment. 
“[In New York] we now have numerous skyscrapers that 
are in excess of a hundred years old,” Lombardi says. “We 
will see more and more restoration as more skyscrapers 
and office buildings get old.”

Lombardi’s theory is that the needs of society – and 
consequently the use of buildings – will dramatically 
change in the near future. “The day will come when 
people essentially don’t go to offices anymore,” he says. 
“Bear in mind it’s only this century where people thought 
you should go to a place other than your home to work. 
With communication the way it is today, the need for 
getting together is diminished. Working from home, it’s 
not too much of a difference.”

“So the question is, will a day come when offices 
become a thing of the past?” he asks. “That would 
result in more office spaces becoming redundant, just 
like the old warehouse spaces became redundant. So 
that’s maybe the future of adaptive reuse. The concept is  
already here.” 
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“one doesn’t want to Just thRow down an 
existing Building and then Put uP a new one. the 
Built enviRonment is PaRt oF ouR enviRonment 
and theReFoRe conseRving it is PaRt oF that 
conseRvation concePt.”

FroM LeFt: Japanese 
army barracks in 
shanghai have been 
turned into a boutique 
hotel; view from the roof 
and the exterior of the 
waterhouse hotel.
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